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Abstract

Science has been under attack in the last thirty years, and recently a
number of prominent scientists have been busy fighting back. Here, an
argument is presented that the ‘science wars’ stem from an unreasonably
strict adherence to the reductive method on the part of science, but that
weakening this stance need not imply a lapse into subjectivity. One possi-
ble method for formalising the description of non-separable, contextually
dependent complex systems is presented. This is based upon a quantum-
like approach.

The Science Wars are by no means over [19, 25, 27, 46, 20]. Rather, it
seems that an uneasy stalemate has been reached, with both scientists and
postmodernists apparently ignoring the claims of the other while continuing
with their own arguments. This is a state of affairs that might be considered
somewhat unsatisfactory. What has gone wrong in what might have been a
dialogue?

This work is intended as a short manifesto. It is not meant as an exhaustive
analysis (this is however in preparation), rather, my intention is to sketch out
a middle ground between the objective knowledge sought by scientists, and the
relativism and subjectivity that emerges from postmodern accounts. Clearly,
prominent representatives in both camps have been somewhat at odds in the
last two decades, but I will argue here that this is due to failures on the part
of both. Taking a systemic approach to this problem, we shall see that it is
possible to envisage a manner of approaching reasoned enquiry which is capable
of walking a fine line between objectivity and subjectivity, rather than keeping
to the current state of binary opposition.

1 Science and non-separable systems

We shall begin this (pseudo)argument with some observations about where sci-
ence is currently heading. Historically, as our descriptions of the natural world
became increasingly sophisticated, we saw a fragmentation of science into a set
of specialised disciplines. This has been a powerful approach, and has led to
many of the lauded successes of the scientific method. However, it is important
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to recognise that this approach has been largely reductive in its implementa-
tion. This technique of breaking an apparently complex problem into smaller,
more manageable pieces, (reduction) and then combining the solutions obtained
from these smaller problems into a larger solution which represents the original
system, (synthesis) has been remarkably successful in science. In fact, the com-
mon conception of science is almost synonymous with reduction, leading to the
often mentioned distinction between the so-called ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ sciences. It
might be said that a field falls into the hard or soft categorisation depending
upon whether or not it is amenable to such an analysis [42]. Thus, fields such
as sociology, anthropology, biology etc. which examine systems that are not so
amenable to the reductive approach are often classified as soft, somehow less
scientific, than fields like physics and chemistry. This distinction manifests itself
in an implicit stance that fields such as physics are describing an objective real-
ity ‘out there’, while workers in fields such as sociology are merely providing us
with subjective viewpoints and not doing ‘real science’. This is not a satisfactory
distinction. I would like to know about all aspects of the ‘real world’, even those
parts that appear to have complicated interrelationships with the worldviews
used to analyse them. This gives me reason to pause. What might we might
learn at this point by questioning the basis of our relentless scientific attempts
at reduction? Should reductionism be identified as the only sensible approach
to the description of the natural world? One long-running negative response to
this question centres around concepts of holism and emergence [45]. However,
this argument has always run into issues of implementation; while it appears
to be relatively easy to raise philosophical arguments about the necessity of a
holistic approach, actually showing how such an approach can be implemented
in anything more than a hand waving sense has consistently proven difficult.
Here, I shall sketch out a new approach to the modelling of non-separable sys-
tems based upon a set of quantum-like models. First however, we must explore
the notion of non-separability in science.

Our modern world is increasingly being recognised as non-separable. Con-
sider for example the common phenomenon in large organisations that the “left
hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing”. This very often leads to
inefficiencies, duplication of effort, loss of knowledge, money, time, opportuni-
ties etc. as different departments struggle to come to terms with their often
non-separable nature [9]. Similarly, the global interconnectivity of our financial
systems has been recognised as contributing to the global financial crisis [29, 49].
Even our climate is now overwhelmingly accepted by scientists as inseparable
from our activities on the globe [47]. Non-separable systems are all around us,
and they lead to some of the most perplexing problems of modelling. They are
often designated as complex, and yet many of our models of complexity them-
selves make assumptions of separability [50]. How are we to move towards a
systematic understanding of non-separable systems?

We can start to answer this question with the observation that there are a
number of different classes of non-separable behaviour, and that these are often
closely related to a contextual dependency of a system of interest upon some
factor traditionally considered external to it. However, we might expect that
different non-separable effects would result from contextual responses:

(a) Between components where the responses of one component will depend
upon input from other components of the system. Many complex sys-
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tem approaches, such as network models [5, 8] and agent based modelling
(ABM) [11, 23] already provide a good framework for the investigation of
this inter-component dependency, but it is likely that other approaches
are possible, even required, in order to reach a full understanding of these
systems. Indeed, a key lack of these approaches centres around the lack
of dynamical understanding in descriptions that are all too often based
around an input-response type framework.

(b) Between system and experimental method where our theories are con-
sistently failing [37, 33]. Consider for example the complexities inherent
in scientifically describing economic responses [13], social interactions [51],
semantic meaning [26] and embodiment [53]. Many complex systems dis-
play highly contextual responses to the method used to analyse them, and
this has hindered their description by scientific approaches. Indeed, there
are very few formalisms capable of describing such experimental contex-
tuality.

(c) Between system and environment context can result in profound ef-
fects. The classic example is provided the phenomenon of phenotypic
plasticity where two organisms with identical genotypes can yield pheno-
types so different in two different environments that they are identified
as different species [55]. Evolutionary approaches are well suited to mod-
elling such dependency, but their contingency makes it difficult to develop
an understanding of the causal factors behind such behaviour. A more dy-
namical understanding of this behaviour could serve to unify evolutionary
approaches with other methods for the description of complex systems.

These different contextual responses may require different modelling method-
ologies, but it might also be possible to generalise our understanding of context
from a proper consideration of their similarities. Very little is understood here
due to the lack of general theories describing contextuality. While contextual
dependencies between components are the focus of much current Complex Sys-
tems Science (CSS) research, less work looks at contextual dependencies of type
(b) and (c). Given the apparent prevalence of non-separable systems in our
modern world, one might wonder at the lack of quantitative theories capable of
modelling such behaviour [33]. Could theoretical models of contextually depen-
dent non-separable systems be possible?

2 Context is the key

Science, as it currently stands with its strong emphasis upon reductive tech-
niques, does not deal well with contextuality. However, as the subject of science
expands, and it seeks to understand systems of ever increasing complexity, it
is becoming necessary to incorporate an understanding of the manner in which
a system can become non-separable from its history, environment, or even the
method that we use to understand it. Context is not just another variable that
has to be taken into account. This is most apparent in the contextuality results
of Quantum Theory, where sets of variables generally considered independent
(i.e. having commuting observables) and therefore originally thought compati-
ble, cannot be assumed to even exist until a measurement is performed and a
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result obtained [35]. The context of the measurement defines those sets of vari-
ables. Complex systems often behave similarly. Consider for example the recent
rather painful situation that has come to be called the ‘global credit crunch’.
While it is important to recognise that a this crisis consists of a complex set of
factors that have been maturing for the last 15 years [49], we can attribute one
factor to the inherent contextuality of credit and stock valuations. Valuations
only apply in a specific economic climate. I will leave the full analysis of this cri-
sis to the ‘experts’, but it is interesting to note that the credit being bought and
sold by the different financial houses did not objectively exist. It was only when
the debts were called in, and a ‘measurement’ carried out upon the value of the
entity being traded, that the discovery was made that the credit had actually
devalued according to a new global financial context of fear and distrust.

We require new quantitative tools capable of modelling the contextuality
of the world around us, but we must be careful not to slip into an excess of
relativism or subjectivity. In what follows I shall discuss two approaches to
contextuality: one that could be understood to fail; and another which shows
more potential. We shall see that even in failure, interesting things can be
learned from attempts to seriously include the importance of context, rather
than the more common scientific method ‘sweeping it under the rug’ and hoping
that eventually it would cease to matter.

3 Postmodernism and relativistic accounts of sci-
ence — does anything go?

One outcome of sweeping context under the rug is a loss in the domain of appli-
cation for science, and this entails a loss of respect for the scientific approach.
Much of the world appears, quite rightly, to have a very complex nature, and
even though many physical scientists might prefer to keep to their ‘hard’ do-
mains it is becoming increasingly important to understand environmental, psy-
chological, and social phenomena. As scientists begin to cross disciplines and
move into new fields such as econometrics and cognitive science, an insistence
that the system under study be reducible to its constituents will lead to models
that are by their very definition limited, or capable of describing only a subset of
the field. This in turn will lead to a questioning of the privileged role of science
in our society. Indeed, disenchantment with the claims of scientists has already
led to some of the more notorious relativistic statements about the scientific
approach [24, 36].

Contextuality need not imply that the world is subjective, or that all world-
views are equivalent. Instead, it seems possible that we can turn the standard
relativist and postmodern accounts around; rather than destructive precursors
of the end of science, they can be understood as pathological, a response to
inadequacy in the standard scientific approach, but not of its failure per se.
Consider for example one of the standard postmodern techniques, deconstruc-
tion. This technique aims to dismantle the structures of meaning, in the process
exposing concepts such as objectivity as constructs. One of the simplest argu-
ments consists of taking a binary opposition, such as man/woman, good/evil
or truth/falsity, and showing how the member of the pair generally taken as
primary, dominant or complete is in actual fact derived, composite etc.; in some
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way depending upon its opposite for its very definition. Thus, taking the binary
opposition between truth and falsity a deconstructive argument might show that
truth is really just a story that people find especially convincing. In such an
argument truth looses its privileged status, and the dichotomy begins to un-
ravel; the meaning of the the two words, defined with reference to one another,
is lost.1 Here, instead of dwelling upon postmodern techniques, we shall ask
the question of what the phenomenon itself could possibly mean, acknowledging
that a ‘proper’ postmodernist might feel that such a question is missing the
entire point of the enterprise.

Continuing with our example from deconstruction, the notion of binary op-
position has its origins in structuralism, a theory that sought to understand
the meaning of a word (sign) as dependent upon its relationship to other words
with which it is associated [44]. This relationship is static and non-contextual
(indeed this is the very point of departure for the poststructuralists with their
deconstructive techniques) which already opens it up to criticisms centring upon
the contextual ambiguity of language.2 At its heart, structuralism attempts to
construct an objective and universal account of meaning, claiming that words
could be unambiguously understood with reference to their components (related
words). If we take a systemic view of claims like these then we are quickly given
reason to pause; essentially, a structuralist is claiming that there is one unam-
biguous set of meanings, with each individual word identified through reference
to sets of words themselves unambiguously defined. Such an undertaking can
only be envisaged from an understanding of the world driven by components,
and so, despite the massive interconnectedness of structuralism, it seems likely
that its rather ambitious goals could only be envisaged on the grounds of a
reductive understanding of language, society, history and cognition [21]. This
idea will be explored in future work.

Such an approach is, at the very least, open to criticism, and structuralism
itself has largely fallen into disfavour. Words have many shades of meanings
[26], dependent upon the context in which they are used, and we must attempt
to understand them as such. Deconstruction is a particularly powerful way
in which the essential ambiguity of word meanings can be highlighted, but it
is by no means a theory of meaning. If we are to understand the inherently
complex world around us, then we must develop new modes of analysis not
grounded in reductive assumptions. With new less reductive ways to understand
complex systems we might envisage a diminishing in the power of deconstructive
techniques. Paul Cilliers in a very interesting work examining complexity and
postmodernism argues along similar lines that:

. . . the proliferation of discourses and meaning described in postmod-
ern theory is not created by wilful and disruptive theorists, but [that
it] is an inescapable effect of the complexities of our linguistic and
social spaces. p113, [18]

Postmodern theories, rather than disrupting or destroying scientific discourse,
1This is obviously a very brief discussion of what is a very large field, the interested reader is

encouraged to consult the wide-ranging literature on deconstruction, but good starting points
are [18, 44].

2Consider for example the word ‘bat’, which can only be allocated a set of words pertaining
to its meaning when we know what its meaning actually is — the context will decide if we are
talking about a sporting implement, or a flying mammal, or something else entirely [16].
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point to an opportunity. How might we incorporate contextual non-separability
into our scientific theories?

4 Walking the line... Quantum Interaction

In what remains of this paper, I shall briefly mention one approach to the mod-
elling of complex systems that shows some promise for incorporating context
into scientific descriptions. We shall see that there is every reason to suppose
that context can be modelled rigorously, and that there is no immediate need
to lapse into relativism. Indeed, it is possible to very carefully navigate a way
through the minefield of contextually dependent non-separable systems, formal-
ising their behaviour, while simultaneously leaving the unrealistic assumptions
of wholly reductive approaches behind. We shall do this by adopting a quantum-
like description of contextually dependent non-separable systems. First however,
we must take a quick detour and ask why a quantum approach could even be
considered?

Many fields of mathematics, including geometry, complexity theory and
number theory were originally conceived as theories describing particular do-
mains of our physical reality. However, as the field developed and abstraction
took place it was realised that the theory applied well beyond its initial domain
of application. Such a realisation can have profound consequences in scientific
research; many of the currently rich streams of scientific investigation involve
the cross-fertilisation of disciplines, with an associated abstraction of the for-
malism. Quantum Interaction (QI) describes a new field consisting of a wide
set of researchers exploring the hypothesis that Quantum Theory (QT) can be
abstracted beyond its current microphysical domain to describe a far broader
set of systems than those to which it has traditionally been applied. While
such a hypothesis might on first consideration seem implausible, it has already
yielded fruitful results. QT has been used to successfully model the behaviour of
systems in many macro-world domains, including economics [6, 7, 43], manage-
ment sciences [12], psychology and cognition [3, 4, 15, 16, 17, 28, 41, 57], game
theory [22, 39], even information retrieval, semantic modelling and artificial in-
telligence [2, 52, 56]. Thus, the answer to our question about “why QT?” is for
the present: “because it appears to work”. However, this is an area in which
I am keenly interested [32, 33, 34], and I will be continuing in my attempts to
create a more formal answer to this question in the future.

In what follows, I shall first discuss one QI approach based upon the standard
formulation of Quantum Mechanics (QM), before briefly moving onto a more
advanced formulation based upon Quantum Field Theory (QFT). The interested
reader is encouraged to consult the references for a wide range of alternative
and complimentary approaches; the field is by no means fully developed, and is
in a phase of rapid expansion and development.

4.1 Standard quantum-like models of context

One standard QI technique makes use of the contextuality of the quantum for-
malism, adapting the measurement theory of QT to the description of contextu-
ality in the macro world. Here, in extracting the probability of some quantum
result, the state function of QT, |ψ〉, is written in terms of a set of basis states,
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{|φi〉}. This representation of |ψ〉 is obtained by expanding it as a linear super-
position (i.e. an appropriately weighted sum) of one set of basis states (obtained
through reference to the choice of apparatus and its orientation, state etc.). We
find that |ψ〉 =

∑
i ci|φi〉 where the weight terms ci represent the contribution

of each component of the basis to the actual state. The choice of basis states is
governed by the observable to be measured and the quantization procedure that
relates each observable, A, to its quantum counterpart, Â [30]. Perhaps most
importantly, upon measurement the system is found to ‘collapse’ onto one of
the eigenstates associated with the eigenvalue equation Â|ψ〉 = λi|ψ〉. Hence, a
non-linear outcome occurs, which is related to both the state of the system, and
to that of the observable. Thus, QT explicitly incorporates the experimental
context of a system into its description of that system, and this context can
profoundly affect final outcomes for both the system itself, as well as for the
experimental result obtained. This is highly unusual. Indeed, the standard ap-
proach in science involves assuming that the experimental context of a system
will not affect the results obtained. This assumption is incorrect for QT, where
the theoretical and experimental results surrounding the phenomena of uncer-
tainty, entanglement, nonlocality and contextuality [35] have consistently shown
that the context of a quantum system can profoundly affect what results might
be obtained from it. This shows that QT provides a very natural formalism for
the description of the contextually dependent systems of type (b) discussed in
section 1.

In addition to this immediate application, the phenomenon of entanglement
[35] allows us to extend the quantum formalism to the description of systems
exhibiting contextual dependency of type (a). If we consider two components
SA and SB of a system S, then a contextual dependency between the two will
imply that it is not possible to consider them separately. The quantum formal-
ism provides a very clear description of this state of affairs via the phenomenon
of entanglement. If we denote the models of the two components by |ψA〉 and
|ψB〉, then a separable combined system, |ψA⊕B〉, will be one that can be decom-
posed using a tensor product: |ψA⊕B〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉. In contrast, a system for
which the components cannot be considered independently is represented in the
quantum formalism using an entangled state. Thus, if for example component
SA always exhibits response a when SB does, and response b when SB does then
we might represent the combined system as |ψA⊕B〉 = N1|aa〉 + N2|bb〉 where
N1 and N2 take the role of some normalisation factor. Such a state is impossible
to represent as a tensor product, hence it is deemed non-separable, and termed
entangled. Entangled states are responsible for many of the counter-intuitive
results of QT [35], but most interestingly to the current argument, they exhibit
contextual responses to measurement [40, 31, 1, 32, 16] where they play an es-
sential role. According to the standard interpretation of QT, a measuring device
must first become entangled with the system of interest before collapse occurs
and a result is obtained [30]. This suggests that systems of type (a) and (b) in
fact share the same dynamics.

Finally, contextual dependence of type (c) can be modelled using dissipative,
or open, quantum models [14]. As many complex systems are open, they exhibit
this form of contextuality and this is an area that will most likely become the
focus of much future work in the field of QI as it matures.

Taken together, these results strongly suggest that it is possible to generally
adapt QM to the modelling of complex nonseparable systems displaying a va-
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riety of contextual dependencies. However, an inherent weakness very rapidly
presents itself. The formalism of QM allows for only one stable ground state.
This is inadequate for the description of complex systems, which often display
a number of different equilibrium states separated from one another by a set of
possible phase transitions. Interestingly, the quantum formalism itself suggests
a solution to this problem.

4.2 QFT models of emergence

QFT is the physical theory developed to describe the creation and annihilation
of particles within physics. In constrast to standard QT, which preserves the
number of particles in a system and hence cannot describe the complex interac-
tions occurring in much of the physical world3, QFT allows for the description of
a number of inequivalent representations of the same physical system [54]. This
means that a QFT can model systems that have many different ground states
(lowest energy states), a far more natural state of affairs for complex systems,
as these often have a range of stable configurations. If a QFT exhibits spon-
taneous symmetry breaking4 then long range collective excitations can occur
(generally called the Nambu–Goldstone modes), which means that information
can be transmitted very efficiently in such theories. It is also possible to con-
struct dissipative QFT’s, which take into account the generally open nature of
a complex system and has the added benefit of providing an essentially infinite
capacity for the system. Thus in Vitiello’s QFT brain model [54] the memory
capacity of the brain is practically infinite due to the openness of our interac-
tions with the world; there is an inexhaustible supply of different stable memory
states and a way of changing from one to the other in time.

While those QI approaches that use standard QM are modelling the context
of the system in terms of different observations (and hence describe what might
be considered a form of epistemic emergence); it seems likely that QFT can
provide science with a genuine theory of ontological emergence [33, 38]. While a
general theory is yet to be developed, initially promising results have been found
describing the brain [54], stock market dynamics [48] and differentiation [33].
As our theoretical models appear incapable of generating complex emergent
behaviour [10, 32], it would be highly significant were a general theoretical
model to be found, and this is an area in which I am currently working.

5 Conclusions

Our world is complex. Often, we see situations where the context of a system
has a very real effect upon our interactions with it, and this often leads to
the proposal that such systems can only be understood subjectively. Contex-
tual dependency must be incorporated into our models, but these are generally
based upon reductive techniques which casts doubt upon their ability to model
nonseparability in anything more than a superficial manner. This paper has
suggested that the relativism proposed by postmodern accounts of science is
not a useful way in which to approach the description of complexity, suggesting

3Such as for example the behaviour of atomic nuclei.
4A situation where the symmetry of the dynamics of the system is different from that of

the ground state.
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that such relativism is a symptom of the inappropriate modelling attempted by
scientists themselves. Thus, postmodernism should not be ignored, but neither
should some of the arguments put forward in this very broad collection of work
be taken at face value. Science must embrace the context that surrounds us,
but doing this need not imply subjectivity. With new scientific techniques and
theories capable of modelling contextual nonseparability, it becomes possible to
see a way forward beyond the impasse created between scientists and postmod-
ernists, although this middle road is not likely to appeal to all researchers in
either camp.
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